We describe a strategy of scaffolded DNA origami to design and construct 3D molecular cages of tetrahedron geometry with inside volume closed by triangular faces. Each edge of the triangular face is ∼54 nm in dimension. The estimated total external volume and the internal cavity of the triangular pyramid are about 1.8 × 10
DNA has been considered an ideal material for building nanostructures at nanometer to micrometer scale because of its well-characterized double helical model and highly specific Watson-Crick base pairing. In recent years, a variety of one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) DNA nanostructures have been developed and utilized as templates for directed assembly of other materials.
1 To date, a few examples of polyhedral three-dimensional (3D) DNA constructs 2 have been demonstrated through either one-step or hierarchical assembly approach, further proving that DNA nanoassembly is highly programmable. Nevertheless, these polyhedral structures are wire framed in geometry that share a common feature that rigid DNA duplex(es) serve as polyhedral wire edges and flexible branch point(s) serve as vertexes. As a result, each face of the 3D objects is open. A more sequence addressable, closed-face molecular cage is highly desirable as nanometer-sized containers to encapsulate other materials. Inspired by the recent exciting development of scaffolded DNA origami for 2D nanopatterning, 3 we here describe a strategy to design and construct 3D molecular containers of tetrahedron geometry with inside volume closed by triangular faces.
The design of the tetrahedron DNA container is achieved by modifying the strategy used in the 2D DNA origami (Figure 1 ). In the 2D DNA origami, the single-stranded M13 DNA scaffold is designed to turn, and go the opposite direction, when it comes to the end point. Because this is a 3D structure, there is no end point to the surface. As illustrated in Figure 1c , when the M13 strand (red-colored strand) comes to the bottom right (where the number 1 is), it continues at the bottom left at the number 1. This means that the scaffold strand runs through the entire structure without turning with the exception of the hairpin loops at the top right and bottom left of Figure 1b ,c. This also eliminates any seams that would arise from making 2D segments, which are subsequently bridged by staple strands.
The following design features of the tetrahedron container can also be seen in Figure 1b ,c: for all the rows with even numbers at the edges, the 5′ to 3′ direction of the M13 strand is running toward the left, and in all the rows with odd numbers at the edges the 5′ to 3′ direction of the M13 strand is running toward the right (the tracing of the M13 scaffold can also be seen in the Supporting Information). This makes adjacent rows antiparallel. The helices in the rows are segmented in a fashion so that they display a planar triangular face. The staple strands will fold the M13 scaffold strand into a closed tetrahedron container as illustrated in Figure 1a ,d. Note that to allow the adjacent triangles to close up to form the tetrahedron geometry, a single nucleotide flexibility was used during the design, as illustrated as small single-stranded spacing between the edges of neighboring triangles. Two nucleotide's flexible spacing was used between the leftmost and the rightmost triangle faces shown in Figure 1c . Another important feature in this design is that there are two kinds of edges of the triangle faces, edges formed between parallel helices (i.e., edges connecting the top and bottom helices) and edges formed between continued helices (i.e., the other edges shown in Figure 1b,c) . In our construction, we deliberately designed this to allow the same type of edges to meet to close up and form the tetrahedron cage.
In our design, the M13 single-stranded scaffold DNA, consisting of 7429 base pairs, is held together by 248 short single-stranded DNA oligos (see Supporting Information, Table S1 ) to form the tetrahedron container. Each edge of the triangular face is ∼ 54 nm in dimension. The estimated total external volume and the internal cavity of the triangular pyramid are about 1.8 × 10 -23 and 1.5 × 10 -23 m 3 , respectively (see Supporting Information for detailed calculation of dimension and volume).
The DNA triangular pyramid was assembled through a single step synthesis process. All staples and the M13 scaffold were mixed together and slowly annealed from 90 to 4°C (see Supporting Information for materials and methods). Nondenaturing agarose gel electrophoresis (Supporting Information, Figure S1 ) showed a distinct band that suggests homogeneous DNA structures were formed after the annealing process. AFM was further used to verify the discrete objects (Figure 2) . The x-y dimension revealed that all the structures have consistent size. The dimension appears to be larger than the expected ∼54 nm size of the tetradedron edge due to the lower lateral resolution of AFM imaging and possible distortion of the structure by AFM cantilever that caused the structure to collapse. Nevertheless, zooming in on some of the less distorted structures shows a triangularshaped geometry in the x-y dimension, indicating the correct formation of the structure. However, because of the nanostructures being distorted by the AFM tip the evidence of the triangular structure from AFM on the assembled particles is not definitive. The measurement of the z direction shows a height of ∼4-5 nm, corresponding to the height of a collapsed tetrahedron cage to form a two-layered DNA structure. Although the structures are distorted during tip scanning across the surface, AFM imaging combined with gel shift assays clearly shows that discrete objects of monodisperse sizes were formed when applying the designed strategy. In addition, AFM images of the partial structure of the DNA tetrahedron formed by removal of the staple strands for two entire faces shows a single layer parallelogram formation, which further proves the folding strategy of the designed structure (Supporting Information, Figure S4 ).
To further reveal the structural conformation of the tetrahedron cage, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), a less destructive imaging technique for 3D DNA structures, was used to characterize the sample. The sample solution was dropped on a carbon-coated grid and negatively stained with uranyl formate. Individual DNA particles are clearly visible in the images (Figure 3 ) and high-resolution TEM revealed that nearly 40% of those particles adopt the designed tetrahedron shape. There are also particles showing distorted or broken shapes. This is likely due to the damage caused by the staining process. The edges of those tetrahedron-like particles show different contrast, as a result of the higher density of DNA at the edges. Additional high-resolution TEM images are shown in the Supporting Information (Figures S2 and S3) .
We further performed a DLS experiment to assess the distribution of particle sizes in solution (Figure 4) . The measurements were done in 300 µL at a 2 nM concentration in three runs. As can be seen, the size distribution of each run looks very reproducible. From the three runs, we obtained a value for the peak of the curve of 41.4 ( 2.1 nm and a value for the width of the curves of 11.7 ( 0.3 nm. This value fits well compared to the theoretical value for the hydrodynamic radius of the DNA tetrahedron container of 24.6 nm which gives a diameter of 49.2 nm.
It is noted that the tetrahedron container structure is likely to be a mixture of two different isomers, one presenting one face of the origami to the outside and one presenting a different face. Further studies such as cryo-EM imaging could be used to characterize such properties as well as the 3D conformation of the structures. It would also be interesting to design additional features such as protruding hairpin loops on selective side of the triangular faces to induce the folding of the origami structure into DNA tetrahedrons of a chosen chirality.
In summary, we have successfully designed, assembled, and characterized a closed DNA tetrahedron with an inside cavity, much resembling the icosahedral structure of many virus particles. In principle, the same design strategy could be used to construct other DNA-based molecular cages as well. The next obvious challenge is to encapsulate cargos (e.g., proteins, metallic nanoparticles, virus genes, and capsids) inside the DNA cage. Such cargo-vector assembly could be used for nanoparticle site-specific functionalization or target-specific delivery in which the DNA structure is labeled with target recognition tags outside it. This could be done because each of the 248 staple strands represent an addressable point of the surface, which can be modified with various chemistries to have different properties. One could also envision protecting an enzyme from proteases with the container, and at the same time allowing the encapsulated protein to be active, since small substrate/product molecules can access the container through the small holes in the DNA mesh. 
